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ACROSS
1. Funky fresh
2. Sunday meal
3. "That's stand-up comic Povitsky!"
4. Deed purchased at a government auction
5. Grapes in a glass
6. Festival lineup
7. For the flock
8. Truths in math
9. Sensei's room
10. Have and hold
11. Kamala's running mate
12. It's better than nothing
13. Cross-dresser in a Kinks song
14. Old Testament prophet
15. "Victory is mine!"
16. Top of the heap
17. Loosen, as sneakers
18. Femoral groove spot
19. Spanish conquistador Hernán's companion?
20. Talk back?
21. Like optimistic outlooks
22. Lure
23. Sunday meal
24. NFL coach with the most regular season wins
25. 2020 Christopher Nolan movie
26. "Here's a tip: Sign up for the Army"?
27. ___ Island
28. Like cleared cookies
29. It might be in a laundry pile
30. Breading stage
31. Singer/songwriter Alborán
32. Spots for fountains, maybe
33. Those in charge
34. Leg muscle, colloquially
35. Singular prefix
36. French 101 word
37. They're counted in November
38. Bock alternatives
39. President's term, historically
40. Sing on a mountaintop
41. Mad as hell
42. "Here's a tip: Sign up for the Army"?
43. Jaguars' rivals
44. What do you see?
45. Like Indians
46. Question from someone you haven't seen in a while
47. Unit of dignity
48. FC Barcelona's all-time leading scorer
49. Ham things up
50. Song praising an authoritarian figure?
51. You might get it from kissing someone
52. The basics
53. Guitarist Lofgren
54. Funk guitarist's pedal
55. Cutting feller
56. Dumbstruck response

DOWN
1. Where it's at
2. Biker's invitation
3. Time to use the siren emoji
4. Deed purchased at a government auction
5. Grapes in a glass
6. Festival lineup
7. For the flock
8. Truths in math
9. Sensei's room
10. Have and hold
11. Kamala's running mate
12. It's better than nothing
13. Cross-dresser in a Kinks song
14. Old Testament prophet
15. "Victory is mine!"
16. Top of the heap
17. Loosen, as sneakers
18. Femoral groove spot
19. Spanish conquistador Hernán's companion?
20. Talk back?
21. Like optimistic outlooks
22. Lure
23. Sunday meal
24. NFL coach with the most regular season wins
25. 2020 Christopher Nolan movie
26. "Here's a tip: Sign up for the Army"?
27. ___ Island
28. Like cleared cookies
29. It might be in a laundry pile
30. Breading stage
31. Spa treatment
32. Spots for fountains, maybe
33. Those in charge
34. Leg muscle, colloquially
35. Singular prefix
36. French 101 word
37. They're counted in November
38. Bock alternatives
39. President's term, historically
40. Sing on a mountaintop
41. Mad as hell
42. "Here's a tip: Sign up for the Army"?
43. Jaguars' rivals
44. What do you see?
45. Like Indians
46. Question from someone you haven't seen in a while
47. Unit of dignity
48. FC Barcelona's all-time leading scorer
49. Ham things up
50. Song praising an authoritarian figure?
51. You might get it from kissing someone
52. The basics
53. Guitarist Lofgren
54. Funk guitarist's pedal
55. Cutting feller
56. Dumbstruck response